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Abrupt climate change events during glacial times have distinct tropical3

imprints, despite their cause being at high latitudes. The mechanisms by which4

high latitudes affect low latitudes are currently unclear. We present climate5

model simulations of a set of different abrupt events and find changes in trop-6

ical rainfall can not be comprehensively explained by either changes in sea7

ice extent or ocean circulation. Changes in tropical meridional temperature8

gradients are the clearest way to explain tropical rainfall changes across all9

events. We find some tropical regions are unlikely to record Heinrich Events10

because the rainfall is moved far enough away from them during stadial pe-11

riods that they are insensitive to further change. Greenland temperature re-12

sponds linearly to Atlantic sea ice extent suggesting that the absence of change13

in Greenland temperature during Heinrich Events implies no sea ice expan-14

sion, despite major changes in the climate system elsewhere.15
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1. Introduction

There is a large body of evidence that the abrupt climate changes of the last glacial16

period so clearly seen in North Atlantic climate records can be seen much further afield [e.g.17

Deplazes et al., 2013]. Understanding these speaks to our understanding not only of the18

climate of the past, but also to the basic dynamics of the climate system.19

There were two distinct abrupt climate changes in the North Atlantic during the last20

glacial period: Dansgaard/Oeschger (DO) Events and Heinrich Events. DO Events are21

most clearly seen in Greenland ice core records and are likely related to changes in North22

Atlantic sea ice [Gildor and Tziperman, 2003; Li, 2005; Dokken et al., 2013]; Heinrich23

Events occurred during the cold, stadial, periods of some DO Events and are not seen24

in Greenland ice core records. By definition Heinrich Events are related to collapses of25

Northern Hemisphere Ice Sheets and their attendant fluxes of water and debris into the26

North Atlantic [Heinrich, 1988; Hemming, 2004]. While it has been suggested that the27

ocean circulation is fundamental in explaining changes in North Atlantic climate [Broecker28

et al., 1985], its exact role is debated. During Heinrich Events there were undoubtedly29

fluxes of freshwater into the ocean which could have disrupted the circulation, but it is30

unclear whether any observed changes occurred after, before or even caused the ice sheet31

collapse [Alvarez-Solas and Ramstein, 2011; Marcott et al., 2011; Lynch-Stieglitz et al.,32

2014]. During DO Events there is evidence that the ocean circulation evolved from being33

relatively slow and shallow during the stadials to deeper and more vigourous during the34

interstadials [e.g. Burckel et al., 2015; Henry et al., 2016], however, this evidence is not35

conclusive [e.g Them et al., 2015; Thornalley et al., 2013]. Furthermore, it is not obvious36
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whether the ocean circulation is a unique driver of change or just part of an internal37

oscillation of the coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice system [Drijfhout et al., 2013; Martin38

et al., 2015; Sidorenko et al., 2014; Kleppin et al., 2015; Vettoretti and Peltier, 2018;39

Brown and Galbraith, 2016].40

Changes in the location of Tropical rainfall during Heinrich and DO Events have been41

linked to changes in the high latitudes through a number of mechanisms. Chiang and42

Bitz [2005] showed that cooling at high northern latitudes can propagate south, leading43

to colder sea surface temperature (SST) north of the Equator. These act to move the44

Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) southward [the importance of local tropical SST45

changes in this movement was further investigated by Cvijanovic and Chiang, 2012].46

Marshall et al. [2013] and Schneider et al. [2014] argued that because the ITCZ and the47

location of ascent in the Hadley Circulation are linked, and because the Hadley Circulation48

is responsible for much of the heat transported between hemispheres by the atmosphere,49

an ITCZ shift can be linked to changes in atmospheric heat transport. Through this50

relationship it has been argued that the ITCZ adopts its position to maintain the global51

energy balance. Indeed Marshall et al. [2013] argue that the mean position of the ITCZ52

north of the equator, and implied southward energy transport, is required to balance53

the ocean’s northward heat transport. Anything that acts to perturb the global energy54

balance, or heat transported by the ocean, could, therefore, directly lead to a movement in55

the ITCZ. Since northward heat transport in the ocean is strongly related to the Atlantic56

Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), it has been proposed that AMOC changes57

can be related to movements of the ITCZ [Mulitza et al., 2017]: AMOC weakening will58
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tend to cool the NH, with an associated southward movement of the ITCZ. More recent59

work has suggested that wind-driven ocean dynamics can weaken the sensitivity of the60

ITCZ to extratopical heating, however [Schneider, 2017; Green and Marshall, 2017; Kang61

et al., 2018].62

These two mechanisms offer a way to understand why the ITCZ moves during abrupt63

climate changes whose root is in the high latitudes. One view indicates a need to un-64

derstand the processes by which the high latitudes can alter the surface climate in the65

tropics; the other indicates that we need to understand how energy transports evolve. The66

second, energy based view, potentially links ocean circulation changes, which will change67

how the ocean transports heat, to changes in the location of the ITCZ. In particular, it68

suggests that we ought to be able to predict how much the ITCZ shifts given how much69

the ocean circulation changes [Mulitza et al., 2017]. We shall address this question here:70

is there a general mechanism that can explain why tropical rainfall responds to abrupt71

events in high latitudes?72

A general description of the impact of DO and Heinrich Events on the tropics must73

answer two further questions. First, since Greenland temperatures were no different during74

Heinrich Events to the preceding DO stadial, it must explain why the ITCZ moves south75

despite the North Atlantic apparently being no cooler during Heinrich Events. Second,76

while many locations in the Tropics indicate progressive drying from DO stadials into77

Heinrich Events, others do not. The Cariaco Basin reflectance record [Peterson, 2000]78

is an example of this. Why, therefore, do some tropical records appear insensitive to79

Heinrich Events?80
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In this study we shall compare the tropical precipitation response of the climate to81

DO and Heinrich Events by imposing two different types of forcing to a coupled atmo-82

sphere/ocean climate model. To simulate DO stadials we impose a sea ice concentration83

in the North Atlantic and Nordic seas; to simulate Heinrich stadials we impose a hosing84

to the North Atlantic. In Nature no two DO or Heinrich Events are the same. To un-85

derstand how different events might affect the climate we also vary size of the forcing.86

Understanding the trends in the climate response allows us to understand the differences87

between events and, more importantly, draw out any general relationships about ITCZ88

movements.89

2. Methods

In order to simulate the effects of abrupt changes there has been some success using90

“hosing” simulations: model simulations in which an artificial freshwater flux is introduced91

into the ocean in order to disrupt the AMOC [Manabe and Stouffer, 1995]. While this92

may be a suitable model set up for simulating Heinrich Events, in which there is a flux93

of freshwater, it is not clear that this is representative of DO Events. For, while hosing94

simulations increase the sea ice concentration in the Nordic Seas and North Atlantic in95

agreement with proxy data, they also disrupt the ocean circulation in a very particular96

way [Chang et al., 2008]. Since it is not clear that there was a significant source of97

freshwater during DO Events, it is not clear that the distinct ocean circulation changes98

simulated by hosing simulations will match those seen during DO Events. Some models99

do spontaneously produce DO like Events [Drijfhout et al., 2013; Sidorenko et al., 2014;100

Kleppin et al., 2015; Vettoretti and Peltier, 2018; Brown and Galbraith, 2016], due to101
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feedbacks between sea ice cover and ocean stratification, but it is not clear how similar102

the ocean responses are in these simulations to those with hosing. It is important to103

understand these differences, because outside the North Atlantic the climate will respond104

more strongly to ocean circulation changes than to increases in sea ice.105

Here, we use the fully coupled climate model HadCM3 [Gordon et al., 2000; Pope et al.,106

2000; Valdes et al., 2017]. Although this model does a good job at simulating tropical107

rainfall it is known to have too little cloud cover that is too optically bright [e.g. Massey108

et al., 2015]. This is a common deficiency in GCMs, including nearly all of those in109

CMIP5 [Nam et al., 2012]. Low clouds are known to be important in determining tropical110

rainfall [Hwang and Frierson, 2013].111

Our hosing simulations impose a freshwater flux uniformly across the North Atlantic112

between 50-70◦N. Very similar results can be obtained using a freshwater distribution113

that better simulates freshwater released from a collapse of the Laurentide Ice Sheet [see114

supplement Roberts et al., 2014]. We choose to use the uniform forcing, however, for better115

comparability with other studies. We vary the forcing between 0.04–1.0 Sv(106m3s−1). To116

impose an annual mean sea ice cover to the north Atlantic we modify the sea-ice module in117

the model, artificially growing sea ice to ensure that sea-ice persists at a specified location118

and to a specified depth and concentration. We vary the location of the southern edge119

of this annual mean sea ice to be between 70–40◦N. The sea ice depth is 4m and has120

a concentration of up to 95%. Note that because sea ice can be advected in the model121

there are changes to the sea ice distribution outside the area in which sea ice is imposed.122

We also undertake a set of simulations in which we prescribe a sea ice concentration and123
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also impose a hosing. With these simulations we can better deconvolve how the climate124

responds to both sea ice and hosing. They are also the best analog for Heinrich Events125

as they account for both extended sea ice typical of stadial periods and freshwater fluxes126

from the Laurentide Ice Sheet.127

Neither hosing simulations nor the sea ice specified simulations are strictly conservative:128

in both types of simulation energy is not conserved (in hosing simulations mass is not129

conserved; in sea ice simulations the energy budget is slightly perturbed). The theory130

relating the ITCZ and energy transports requires a closed energy budget. However, the131

relationship is still present, and indeed robust, in models in which the energy budget is132

far from closed [Donohoe et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2017].133

DO and Heinrich Events did not occur throughout the last glacial period which suggests134

the occurrence of these events may depend upon the background climate state. To inves-135

tigate this possible state dependence we undertake two sets of simulations: one perturbing136

about an LGM climate and one about a pre-industrial.137

Because we use a coupled climate model, both the oceanic and atmospheric circulations138

can respond to forcing. We find that under both forcing regimes there is a weakening of139

the AMOC and a shift in the location of the ITCZ. It is to these changes that we now140

turn our attention.141

3. The relationship between the ITCZ and the ocean or sea ice.

We examine ITCZ location using the centroid of global precipitation [Pcent Donohoe142

et al., 2013]. This is a zonal mean metric which emphasises the relationship between energy143

transports and the ITCZ. We caution, however, that local rainfall changes can be quite144
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unrelated to the zonal mean [Roberts et al., 2017; Singarayer et al., 2017]. Other ITCZ145

location metrics exist, however Pcent best emphasises the relationship between atmospheric146

heat transport and ITCZ location [Roberts et al., 2017].147

Weakening of the AMOC can reduce the northward ocean heat transport. This could148

alter the ITCZ location through some energetic constraint [Marshall et al., 2013] or be-149

cause, as the North Atlantic cools, the ITCZ moves [Chiang and Bitz, 2005]. We first150

examine the relationship between ITCZ location and AMOC strength. Our experiments151

show a general trend for a southward ITCZ shift with weaker AMOC (Figure 1(a)). This152

is most apparent in the set of hosing simulations (blue squares). However, there is a large153

spread in the response – a 0.3◦ southward ITCZ shift is related to a change in AMOC154

strength of anything between 0 and -12 Sv. If AMOC changes were a dominant control155

on ITCZ location we would not expect to see such a spread.156

While AMOC strength is doubtless related to northward ocean heat transport, changes157

in the temperature structure of the ocean or the wind-driven surface circulation could also158

change ocean transport [Schneider, 2017; Green and Marshall, 2017; Kang et al., 2018]. To159

more directly measure the link between the ITCZ and the ocean we directly calculate the160

ocean heat transport. Although this may be calculated within a model, this is unknown161

in the palaeo-ocean. Our simulations show a general southward ITCZ movement as ocean162

heat transport decreases: this relationship is not robust, however (Fig. 1(b)). Hosing163

simulations using a pre-industrial climate show the strongest relationship (blue squares),164

with other experiments showing lower correlation. It is notable that experiments in which165

we prescribe sea ice (circles) show quite large changes in ITCZ location for no changes166
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in ocean heat transport. From this we conclude that it is not possible to make a general167

relationship between ITCZ position and ocean transports. The specific case of hosing in168

a pre-industrial climate (blue squares) demonstrates a strong linear relationship between169

both the strength of the AMOC, northward ocean heat transport and the position of the170

ITCZ. This relationship, however, is unique to this one experiment.171

It has been suggested that the ITCZ will move southward as sea ice extent in the North172

Atlantic increases [Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Rhodes et al., 2015]. We find that as sea ice173

area increases the ITCZ does move southwards; however this is not a strong relationship174

(Fig. 1(c)). Amongst hosing simulations (blue squares) there are significant movements175

in the ITCZ when the amount of hosing increases despite no increase in the sea ice extent.176

Furthermore, comparing the experiments in which we impose sea ice and include a hosing177

(coloured markers surrounded by square or circle), we find changes in ITCZ location178

despite the same sea ice distribution. We thus conclude that the ITCZ location does179

not respond directly to sea ice area in the North Atlantic. We should note that in the180

suite of experiments in which we prescribe the amount of sea ice (black filled circles),181

there is a strong linear relationship between sea ice are and ITCZ location. However, this182

relationship is unique to this experimental set up.183

We have demonstrated that it is not possible to generalise the relationship between the184

ITCZ location and either the state of the ocean circulation, or the amount of sea ice in185

the Northern Hemisphere. This begs the question: is there some mechanism that can186

explain the shift in the ITCZ regardless of how the model is forced? In common with187

other studies [Donohoe et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2017] we do find a strong relationship188
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between the atmospheric heat transport across the equator and ITCZ location (Fig. 1(f)).189

However, this is not a practical way to explain tropical rainfall changes because we have190

no way of predicting how the equatorial heat transport will change in response to the191

extratropical forcings that are imposed.192

Experiments in which we impose both hosing and a sea ice distribution offer a way to193

assess a general relationship. By prescribing sea ice area in the North Atlantic, the high194

latitude temperature change remains the same, eliminating this as a cause; we have just195

shown that ocean circulation changes are not a direct cause either.196

4. How the ITCZ is related to abrupt changes.

We find in all simulations where hosing is imposed in addition to a specified sea ice197

extent, there is a southward ITCZ movement (see the markers in Fig. 1 outlined by the198

open square or circle). Furthermore, the ITCZ is located farther south when the amount199

of freshwater introduced is larger. For one particular case [sea ice imposed to 50◦N in200

the Atlantic and 0.25Sv freshwater forcing] we see a large change in the two dimensional201

rainfall distribution when the hosing is introduced in addition to the sea ice; this accounts202

for the southward shift of the zonal mean ITCZ (Fig. 2(a)). As expected there is negligible203

change in the sea ice distribution (Supplement). Maps of surface temperature change show204

that there is no temperature change at high latitudes in the North Atlantic (Fig 2(b)).205

Looking near the equator, we see that there is a distinct cooling extending along the206

eastern and southern edge of the Atlantic subtropical gyre, giving a broad cooling at207

15◦N. South of the equator we see a more muted, but equally widespread, warming. This208
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pattern is very reminiscent of the meridional mode that was originally proposed as the209

cause of the ITCZ shifts [Chiang and Bitz, 2005].210

To generalise the response we compute an EOF of tropical precipitation anomalies across211

all of the simulations. The pattern that explains most of the variance in precipitation212

(75%) is a movement to the south (Fig. 2(c)). It is notable that the largest changes in213

the rainfall are in the Atlantic extending into the far East Pacific. Here the pattern is214

similar to a double ITCZ bias. This pattern is the same if we use only the sea ice forced215

or the hosing simulations (Supplement). The surface temperature field that is associated216

with this rainfall pattern shows a distinct cooling around 15◦N in the Atlantic (Fig. 2(d)).217

This is very similar to the pattern shown in the one single pair of experiments imposing218

sea ice with and without hosing (Fig.2(b)).219

In order to generalise the zonal mean ITCZ response we show in Fig. 1(d) Pcent plotted220

against the temperature difference across the equator (the difference between 10◦S-10◦N221

and 10◦N-30◦N). This is a similar metric to that used in Donohoe et al. [2013] but more222

closely reflects the region shown in Fig. 2(d) to be associated with the changing rainfall223

patterns. We find a very close relationship. Unlike all of the other metrics examined, this224

equatorial temperature difference can explain movements in the ITCZ for all experiments,225

furthermore it holds for both a pre-industrial and LGM background state. We contrast226

this with plotting Pcent against the temperature difference between the high northern227

latitudes and the equator (Fig. 1(e)), in which case we find little relationship.228

All of our analysis has focused on the zonal mean response of the ITCZ. However229

Figure 2 shows that both the rainfall and surface temperature changes are not zonally230
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homogeneous. The largest responses are centred around the Atlantic. To understand how231

much of the zonal mean response arises from the Atlantic we recalculate Pcent over the232

Atlantic and Eastern Pacific (240◦E – 360◦E) basin and the remainder of the globe (0◦E233

– 240◦E). We find that Pcent in the Atlantic and the zonal mean are highly correlated,234

although the Atlantic Pcent changes by in excess of 7◦ in comparison to zonal mean changes235

of only 3.5◦ (Fig. 3(a)). By contrast, there is little correlation between the zonal mean236

ITCZ and the ITCZ outside of the Atlantic (Fig. 3(b)). Comparing the meridional237

temperature gradient and Pcent in the two regions we find the same result: there is a238

strong relationship in the Atlantic but no relationship outside this region (Fig. 3 (c) and239

(d)). We thus conclude that the relationships we have shown in the zonal mean quantities240

are driven by changes in the Atlantic. This is understandable because the forcing that we241

impose is in the Atlantic.242

5. Implications.

We have shown that it is not possible to explain changes in tropical rainfall in terms243

of only changes in the ocean circulation or the area of sea ice in the North Atlantic.244

Rather, we must understand the changes in the temperature gradient within the tropics245

themselves. This can explain how we might expect to see impacts from DO and Heinrich246

Events in the tropics. In the Introduction we described two features of Heinrich and DO247

Events that must also be explained.248

First Heinrich Events do not appear distinct in the Greenland temperature record yet249

there are changes in the tropical rainfall. Our model simulations show that the temper-250

ature in central Greenland is strongly correlated with the area of sea ice in the adjacent251
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north Atlantic (Fig. 4(a)) in agreement with previous studies [Li, 2005]. This linear252

relationship continues even with the huge increase in sea ice area that occurs when the253

sea ice edge is imposed to be at 40◦N. We can infer from this that because there is no254

evidence of temperature changes during Heinrich Events in Greenland, there was no in-255

crease in sea ice extent in the North Atlantic during these events. We find no relationship256

encapsulating all of the experiments between the strength of the AMOC and Greenland257

temperature (Fig. 4(b)) which indicates that there is no direct influence of changes in the258

ocean circulation on Greenland temperature.259

In the tropics we do see evidence of both Heinrich and DO Events. We have argued that260

the tropical response to abrupt climate changes is caused by a change in the meridional261

gradient of temperature near the equator. Our simulations show this can be caused by262

both sea ice expansion and hosing. Therefore we conclude that during DO stadials there263

is extended sea ice which cools both Greenland and the northern tropical Atlantic with264

the latter cooling acting to move the ITCZ south. During Heinrich Events, which all occur265

during DO stadials, the freshwater flux does not expand sea ice any further, thus there266

is no change in the temperature of Greenland, but it does change the temperature in the267

northern tropical Atlantic, moving the ITCZ even further southward. This can be seen268

in our simulations with both sea ice and hosing imposed (Fig. 1)). Brown and Galbraith269

[2016] showed similar results.270

The second feature is the puzzling absence of Heinrich Events from some tropical271

records. The highly time resolved Cariaco Basin record is an example of this [Peter-272

son, 2000]. Examining rainfall in the catchment of the Cariaco Basin in our simulations273
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we find that as the ITCZ moves southward, the rainfall amount falls almost linearly un-274

til the ITCZ reaches around 2.5◦S (Fig. 4(c)). If the ITCZ moves farther south than275

this, the rainfall amount does not change because it is no longer directly caused by rain-276

fall in the ITCZ. This is most clearly seen if we only consider the ITCZ in the Atlantic277

Basin, in which case when the ITCZ has reached 6◦S the rainfall amount does not change278

(Fig. 4(d)). Thus we do not see Heinrich Events over Cariaco Basin because the ITCZ279

is already far enough south during the DO stadial that it is insensitive to any further280

southward movements forced by a Heinrich Event. We can contrast this with rainfall over281

the Arabian Sea. In this region rainfall continues to decrease as the ITCZ moves south282

during DO stadials into Heinrich Events (Fig. 4(e)).283

6. Concluding remarks

We have shown that it is not possible to directly link changes in the ITCZ location to284

either changes in the ocean circulation or the area of sea ice. Instead, we must under-285

stand local temperature changes within the Tropics. Both ocean circulation changes and286

expansion of sea ice can cause changes in the high latitude energy budget, but we do not287

find that these changes are simply balanced by a cross equatorial heat flux. Although288

there is a strong link between the location of the ITCZ and atmospheric heat transport,289

changing the heat transport is but one way that the climate can balance a change in the290

energy budget. Many studies have shown that local “compensation” is an effective way to291

balance energy budget changes: our results echo this [Cvijanovic and Chiang, 2012; Kang292

et al., 2009]. This compensation can also reside in the ocean [Schneider, 2017; Green and293

Marshall, 2017; Kang et al., 2018]. This offers an explanation for why we see no clear294
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relationship between the imposed changes in ocean circulation and the climate response:295

part of the climate’s response involves further changes in the ocean. This further rein-296

forces our result that there is no simple relationship that can be applied to data sparse297

past climates.298

Although we have shown that the surface temperature gradient is the clearest way to299

understand the changes in the ITCZ location, we are not able to explain what causes300

the changes to the surface temperature. Chiang and Bitz [2005] suggest that tropical301

temperatures are altered through a series of feedbacks between the ocean and atmosphere:302

Schneider et al. [2014] and Bischoff and Schneider [2014] suggest they are linked to changes303

in the energy budget. In the latter case our analysis suggests that these changes are not304

simple and likely highly non-linear.305

Our hosing simulations could be interpreted as demonstrating a link between the AMOC306

and the location of the ITCZ. However by using an alternative experimental set up we307

demonstrate that this link is merely because hosing simulations cause both a change in308

the AMOC and a change in the equatorial surface temperature gradient, with the ITCZ309

location responding to the latter change.310

We thus end with the caution that although hosing simulations are a way to perturb the311

climate, they do alter it in a very particular way. Therefore, it is of utmost importance312

that when using the results of a hosing simulation to interpret an abrupt change in a313

climate proxy record, the root cause of the abrupt change is actually caused by something314

resembling a hosing simulation. Until such time as unequivocal ice-raft debris records are315
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found to suggest that DO events arose from large injections of freshwater to the ocean,316

this precludes hosing simulations as being a useful way to interpret DO events.317
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Figure 1. Annual mean location of the ITCZ plotted against various metrics of the climate for

all simulations. All are plotted as anomalies relative to either a pre-industrial or LGM control.

(a) ITCZ v. AMOC (defined as the maximum value of the overturning streamfunction in the

Atlantic ocean north of 30◦N). (b) ITCZ v. ocean heat transport across the equator computed

explicitly. (c) ITCZ v. sea ice area in the North Atlantic. (d) ITCZ v. meridional surface temper-

ature gradient in the northern tropics (average temperature difference between (10◦S-10◦N and

10◦N-30◦N). (e) ITCZ v equator to pole temperature difference in the NH (average temperature

difference between 10◦S-10◦N and 60◦N-80◦N). (f) ITCZ v atmospheric energy transport across

the equator.
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Figure 2. Maps showing climate response to hosing and imposed sea ice. (a) The difference in

precipitation between a sea ice imposed simulation and a sea ice and hosing imposed simulation.

(b) The difference in surface temperature between a sea ice imposed simulation and a sea ice and

hosing imposed simulation. (c) First EOF of change in tropical (20 ◦N – 20◦S) precipitation across

all simulations. (d) Surface temperature and wind pattern associated with the precipitation

pattern shown in (c). The blue outline box in (c) and (d) indicates the area over which the EOF

of precipitation is calculated. The grey boxes in (b) indicate (10◦S-10◦N and 10◦N-30◦N) the

area over which we calculate the tropical/subtropical temperature in Fig.1 (d)
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Figure 3. Relationship between Global ITCZ and the Atlantic. (a) Change in the location of

the Atlantic (240◦E-0◦E) ITCZ plotted against the global ITCZ. (b) Change in the location of

the ITCZ everywhere but the Atlantic (0◦E–240◦E) plotted against the global ITCZ. (c) Change

in the location of the Atlantic ITCZ plotted against Atlantic meridional surface temperature

gradient in the Northern Tropics. (d) Change in the location of the ITCZ everywhere but

the Atlantic plotted against meridional surface temperature gradient in the Northern Tropics

everywhere but the Atlantic.
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Figure 4. Climate variables at the location of a number of locations. (a) Change in central

Greenland temperature plotted against change in Atlantic sea ice area. (b) Change in central

Greenland temperature plotted against change in AMOC strength. (c) Total rainfall over Cariaco

Basin catchment plotted against global ITCZ location. (d) Total rainfall over Cariaco Basin

catchment plotted against Atlantic ITCZ location (Pcent calculated over 240◦E to 0◦E.) (e) Total

rainfall over the Arabian sea plotted against global ITCZ.
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